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ABSTRACT: MoSe2 nanosheets with ultrathin thickness and rich defects
were grown on the surface of carbon fiber cloth by a facile solvent-thermal
method. The active area and conductivity of the MoSe2 catalyst were increased
simultaneously because of the NH4F etching effect and its incorporation with
carbon fiber cloth. As a result, the MoSe2-based catalysts exhibited excellent
HER activity including small onset potential, large exchange current density
and small Tafel slope, which is superior to most of MoSe2-based catalysts
reported previously.
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Hydrogen, as a clean fuel, is a very promising candidate for
traditional fossil fuels in the future. Electrochemical water

splitting is one of efficient pathways to generate hydrogen.1−4

To realize efficient water splitting, active catalysts for the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are needed. Although
precious metals such as platinum exhibit good HER activity,
their high cost and scarcity limit their large scale applica-
tions.1−4 Recently, two-dimensional (2D) layered metal
chalcogenide materials including MoS2,

5−19 MoSe2,
18−22

WS2,
19,23 and WSe2

19 have been reported as electrocatalysts
for HER.5−14 Among these 2D layered materials, MoS2 has
drawn wide attention because of its low cost, high chemical
stability, and excellent electrocatalytic performance.5−19 Both
experimental and computational studies demonstrated that the
electrocatalytic HER activity of MoS2 depended strongly on the
number of the active edge sites, whereas the basal surfaces were
catalytically inert.2,5,10,16,17 Therefore, various strategies includ-
ing template-assistant route,10 hydrothermal method,7,16 and
chemical vapor deposition,18,19 have been developed to
fabricate nanostructured MoS2 with more exposed edge sites.
The number of active sites of 2D layered MoS2 materials has
been significantly increased by these strategies, leading to a
distinct enhancement of their HER activities. Because of the
similarity of the MoSe2 structure to that of MoS2, the HER

catalytic activity of MoSe2 can also be improved significantly by
reducing the MoSe2 size down to nanoscale. For example, Cui’s
group has grown vertically aligned MoSe2 molecular layers on
flat substrates and even on curved and rough Si nanowires
through a rapid vapor diffusion method.18,19 The vertically
aligned MoSe2 molecular layers with respect to the substrates
possessed maximally exposed active edge sites, and thereby
exhibited large exchange current densities in HER.18,19 Zhou et
al. developed a bottom-up colloidal synthetic route to fabricate
robust hierarchical ultrathin MoSe2−x nanosheets.20 The
MoSe2−x nanosheets had a thickness in the range of 1.3−2.6
nm, leading to their very good HER activities with a small onset
potential and large cathodic current densities.20

Besides the aspect of the number of active edge sites, the
electrical conductivity of 2D layered metal chalcogenide
nanostructures plays an important role in their HER perform-
ance. However, the extremely low conductivity between two
adjacent van der Waals bonded layers would significantly
suppress their overall HER rate.24 Deposition of 2D layered
metal chalcogenide nanostructures on conductive substrates
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such as carbon fiber paper, F-doped tin oxide glass and Ti foils
could decrease their resistances to some degree.8,14,21,25

However, most of the stacked layers are paralleled to the
conductive substrates, limiting the charge transport efficiency
along the adjacent edges from the conductive substrate to the
active sites.8,14,21,25 One efficient pathway to overcome the
drawback is to fabricate 2D metal chalcogenide nanostructures
with a few layers.7,17,20 Another one is to orient them with the
stacked layers perpendicular to the conductive substrates.18,19

Nevertheless, the facile one-pot method, which aim to increase
both the number of active edge sites and conductivity of the 2D
layered materials such as MoSe2 simultaneously, have rarely
been reported.18,19,26

Recently, we grew MoS2 nanosheet arrays on the surface of
carbon fiber cloth (CFC) by a hydrothermal method.26 Due to
NH4F etching effect and the incorporation of CFC, both the
number of active edge sites and the conductivity of MoS2
nanosheets were increased simultaneously, and thereby MoS2
nanosheets exhibited enhanced catalytic activity to HER.26

Because MoSe2 has a very similar crystal structure to MoS2, its
HER activity may be improved by the same strategy as that
utilized to MoS2. However, the precursors for the synthesis of
MoSe2 are quite different from those for MoS2. Therefore, it is
necessary to exploit an appropriate method to synthesize
MoSe2 with highly catalytic activity to HER. Herein we develop
a facile one-pot solvent-thermal method, in which MoO3
powder and hydrazine hydrate−Se were used as precursors
with an additive of NH4F (Supporting Information), to grow
MoSe2 nanosheet arrays on the surface of carbon fiber cloth
substrate. Experimental results showed that the density of
MoSe2 nanosheets on the surface of the carbon fibers can be
controlled by tuning the synthetic conditions. Due to the NH4F
etching effect, some pits can be formed in the catalytically inert
basal planes of the MoSe2 nanosheets, leading to the increase in
the numbers of active edge sites of our MoSe2-based catalysts.
As a result, the MoSe2-based catalysts exhibited excellent HER
activity including small onset potential, large exchange current
density and small Tafel slope, which is superior to most of
MoSe2-based catalysts reported previously. Moreover, com-
pared experiments in which the CFC was not added to the
reaction system were conducted to investigate the growth
process of MoSe2 nanosheets and the NH4F etching process.
The results revealed that the etching method may be extended
to synthesize other 2D layered metal chalcogenide materials
with more exposed edge active sites for high-performance
catalysts.
The samples, which were obtained at 220 °C for 6, 9, and 12

h, were named as CMSF-6, CMSF-9, and CMSF-12,
respectively. For comparison, the sample obtained under the
same conditions as those of CMSF-9 without NH4F was named
as CMS-9. Figure 1a1−a4, b1−b4, c1−c4, and d1−d4 shows
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of CMSF-6,
CMSF-9, CMSF-12, and CMS-9 with different magnifications,
respectively. The composites have similar ordered woven
structures to that of the bare carbon fiber cloth, as shown in
low-magnification SEM images (Figure 1a1−d1). Even after a
strong ultrasoniction, the MoSe2 nanosheets were still attached
on the surface of carbon fibers. It suggests a strong interaction
between MoSe2 nanosheets and the carbon fibers, benefiting
the charge transfer between them during HER process. From
Figure 1a2−c2, it can be found that the MoSe2 nanosheets are
grown on the surface of carbon fibers in CMSF-6, CMSF-9, and
CMSF-12 samples. It should be noted that a long reaction time

would lead to small amount of spheres on the surface of carbon
fibers (CMSF-12), which will suppress HER activity of the
catalyst.
Figure 1a3−c3 highlights that the nanosheets in CMSF-6,

CMSF-9, and CMSF-12 samples have uniform lateral sizes in
the range of 50−160 nm. The obvious ripples and corrugations
can be observed in the SEM images, suggesting the ultrathin
nature of the MoSe2 nanosheets. Figure 1a4−c4 shows cross-
section SEM images of CMSF-6, CMSF-9, and CMSF-12,
respectively. It can be found that if NH4F is absent in the
reaction system, besides nanosheets there are many dense and
large spheres with an average diameter of 300 nm loaded on the
surface of carbon fibers. This demonstrates that NH4F in the
solvent-thermal reaction system can efficiently impede over-
growth of MoSe2 on carbon fibers to form larger MoSe2
spheres, which originates from the NH4F effect.
The morphology and the structure of the composites were

further characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) observations. Low-magnification TEM images (Figure
2a1−c1) show that the thicknesses of the MoSe2 nanosheets in
CMSF-6, CMSF-9, and CMSF-12 are less than 7 nm. High-
magnification TEM images (Figure 2a2−c2) reveal that MoSe2
nanosheets have a lamellar structure with a large number of
exposed edge sites of the (002) plane. From the curled edge of
the MoSe2 nanosheets, there are typically about 5−6 Se−Mo−
Se atomic layers. Importantly, MoSe2 nanosheets in the rims of
the basal planes have a thickness of 1−2 Se−Mo−Se atomic
layers, indicative of the white arrows in the TEM images
(Figure 2a2−c2). The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED)
patterns in the insets of Figure 2a1−c1 and high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images in Figure 2a3−c3 demonstrate weak
crystallinities of the MoSe2 nanosheets in CMSF-6, CMSF-9
and CMSF-12. Furthermore, some pits are formed in the basal
plane of the MoSe2 nanosheets, highlighted in Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information. The pits lead to more stacking faults
and plane defects, and thereby result in additional edge sites
that facilitate the enhancement of HER activity of the MoSe2
nanosheets.16

Figure 1. Typical SEM images of MoSe2-based catalysts with different
magnifications. (a1−a4) CMSF-6, (b1−b4) CMSF-9, (c1−c4) CMSF-
12, and (d1−d4) CMS-9.
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The SEM and TEM observations show that NH4F can etch
the MoSe2 nanosheets. In order to further investigate the NH4F
etching process and the growth process of MoSe2 nanosheets,
compared experiments were conducted in which the carbon
fiber cloth was not added to the reaction system. SEM and low-
magnification TEM images (Figure S2a1, a2 in the Supporting
Information) show that solid MoSe2 spheres are obtained as the
reaction time reaches 6 h. The lateral size of MoSe2 nanosheets
at the surface of the spheres is less than 50 nm, as shown in the
high-magnification TEM image (Figure S2a3 in the Supporting
Information). SAED pattern (the inset of Figure S2a3 in the
Supporting Information) reveals weak crystallinity of MoSe2
nanosheets. As the reaction time prolongs to 9 h, most of solid
spheres change to hollow ones, as shown in Figure S2b2 and the
inset of Figure S2b1. SEM and high-magnification TEM images
(Figure S2b1, b3 in the Supporting Information) show that the
lateral size of MoSe2 nanosheets at the outer surface of the
hollow spheres is increased to 50−180 nm. Obvious diffraction
rings are observed in the SAED pattern (in the inset of Figure
S2b3 in the Supporting Information), suggesting that the
crystallinity of MoSe2 nanosheets is improved significantly.
However, in the case of the absence of NH4F in the reaction
system, most of solid MoSe2 spheres are obtained (Figure S3,
Supporting Information). This reveals that NH4F plays a very
important role in the formation of hollow MoSe2 spheres, and
provides an additional evidence for the NH4F etching effect.
When the reaction time is increased to 12 h, the crystallinity
MoSe2 nanosheets is kept unchanged, as shown in the inset of
Figure S2c3 in the Supporting Information. However, around
50% of hollow MoSe2 spheres are broken, and transform to
smaller solid ones, as shown in Figure S2c1, c2 in the
Supporting Information. At the same time, the lateral size of
MoSe2 nanosheets is decreased (Figure S2c3 in the Supporting
Information). The results above demonstrate that the growth of
MoSe2 nanosheets is predominant during the initial stage of the
solvent-thermal reaction (before 6 h), and with the increase in
the reaction time the etching of NH4F to the MoSe2 nanosheets

become a predominant process gradually. The NH4F etching
effect on other kinds of materials such as TiO2 spheres has also
been reported recently,27 and thus it may be extended to more
kinds of materials such as other 2D layered metal chalcogenide
materials. In addition, hollow MoSe2 spheres are easily obtained
by only tuning the reaction time, which can be applied other
electrochemical fields such as high-performance anode for
lithium-ion battery.
Raman spectroscopy, a nondestructive tool for characterizing

layered 2D metal chalcogenide materials, was employed to
investigate the lattice dynamics of our MoSe2-based catalysts.
All the MoSe2-based catalysts showed characteristic A1g (out-of-
plane) and E1

2g (in-plane) Raman modes (Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information) located at 237.0 and 283.8 cm −1

respectively, confirming the formation of MoSe2.
19 the peak

intensity of A1g is much higher than that of the E1
2g, which may

be attributed to the edge-terminated MoSe2 sheets in the
composites.19

To investigate the chemical composition of the samples, X-
ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were carried out. Figure 3

shows Mo 3d and Se 3d spectra of CMSF-9. Two peaks which
are located at 228.6 and 231.7 eV (Figure 3a) can be ascribed
to Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2, respectively, revealing that
molybdenum is in its Mo(IV) state.20−22,28 The binding
energies at 54.4 and 55.3 eV arise from Se 3d5/2 and Se 3d3/2,
respectively, suggesting the −2 oxidation state of Se in the
nanosheets.20−22 In addition, other samples synthesized in this
work have similar XPS spectral features, as shown in Figure S5
in the Supporting Information. The compositional analysis
results show that the atomic ratio of Mo to Se is in the range
from 1:1.9 to 1:1.7, indicating that the surface of the nanosheets
is Mo-rich with respect to stoichiometric of MoSe2.
The SEM and TEM analyses demonstrate that ultrathin

MoSe2 nanosheet arrays can be uniformly grown on the surface
of carbon fibers. The small thickness, rich defects on the basal
plane, and incorporation with carbon fiber cloth suggest that
our MoSe2-based catalysts may have excellent HER perform-
ance. Electrochemical measurements of the MoSe2-based
catalysts and Pt were directly performed without any binders
in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution using a three-electrode setup to
investigate their HER activities. Figure 4a shows the polar-
ization curves with a sweep rate of 3 mV s−1. Pt catalyst exhibits
expected HER activity with a near zero overpotential (η). All
the MoSe2-based composites exhibit a relatively high HER
activity. Among these samples, CMSF-9 exhibits an onset

Figure 2. TEM images of MoSe2-based catalysts. (a1−a3) CMSF-6,
(b1−b3) CMSF-9, and (c1−c3) CMSF-12.

Figure 3. (a) Mo 3d and (b) Se 3d XPS spectra of CMSF-9.
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potential (η) of 70 mV, smaller than those of CMSF-6 (145
mV), CMSF-12 (97 mV), and CMS-9 (115 mV). The cathodic
current rises rapidly at more negative potentials for all the
samples. Notably, CMSF-9 only requires an overpotential of
182 mV for driving a cathodic current density of 10 mA cm−2,
smaller than those of CMSF-6 (222 mV), CMSF-12 (198 mV),
and CMS-9 (206 mV). This overpotential is also smaller than
those of previously reported nanostructured MoSe2 and MoSe2-
based composites (Table S1, Supporting Information),18−22

which indicates superior catalytic activity of CMSF-9 for HER.
To further study of HER activity of the MoSe2-based

catalysts, Tafel plots were fitted to Tafel equation (η = a +blog
j), where b is the Tafel slope and j is the current density. As
shown in Figure 4b, the Pt catalyst exhibits a Tafel slope of 30
mV dec−1, which is consistent with the reported values. The
Tafel slopes measured from these MoSe2-based samples under
small overpotential are in the range of 69−76 mV dec−1, which
suggests that the rate-determining step in HER mechanism on
our MoSe2-based catalysts may be the electrochemical
desorption step (the Heyrovsky reaction).10,29,30 The previous
reports showed MoSe2 catalysts had a large spread of Tafel
slopes from 50−120 mV dec−1 (Table S1, Supporting
Information).18−22 The Tafel slopes of our catalysts are on
the smaller side of this range, suggesting a faster increment of
HER rate with a moderate increase of overpotential for our
MoSe2-based catalysts. Exchange current density (j0) is another
important parameter to evaluate the electrochemical perform-
ance of electrocatalysts, which represents intrinsic activities of
electrocatalysts for the HER. By applying extrapolation method
to the Tafel plots, exchange current densities for the MoSe2-
based catalysts can be obtained (Figure S6 and Table S1,

Supporting Information). CMSF-9 and CMSF-12 exhibit larger
exchange current densities of 21.1 and 23.3 μA cm−2

respectively, great larger than the values obtained for CMSF-
6 (6.0 μA cm−2) and CMS-9 (14.4 μA cm−2). The exchange
current densities are larger than those MoS2-based cata-
lysts,16−18 further revealing the excellent activity of our
MoSe2-based catalysts toward HER.
From the results above, it can be found that CMSF-9 exhibits

superior HER activities to other three catalysts. It may be
related to the following factors. First, CMSF-9 has much larger
active sites as compared to other samples. MoSe2 nanosheet
thin film in CMSF-6 is relatively denser, whereas there is many
larger solid MoSe2 spheres in CMS-9 samples. Therefore, the
effective active areas of CMSF-6 and CMS-9 for HER are
smaller than that of CMSF-9. As discussed above, there are
small amount of MoSe2 spheres in CMSF-12, which would
result in the smaller active area of CMSF-12. The electro-
chemical double-layer capacitances (Cdl) can be measured to
estimate the effective active area of our MoSe2-based catalysts
by using a simple cyclic voltammetry method (Figure S7,
Supporting Information).9 As shown in Figure S7e in the
Supporting Information , CMSF-9 exhibits the Cdl value of 73.5
mF, greatly larger than CMSF-12 (25.0 mF), CMSF-6 (24.4
mF), and CMS-9 (19.5 mF). This result reveals that CMSF-9
has the largest effective active area among the MoSe2-based
catalysts, which contributes to its superior HER activity.
Besides, the numbers of active sites of the samples were
estimated in phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0) according to a
method previously reported.12 Figure S8 in Supporting
Information shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) in the
region of −0.2 to 0.6 V vs. RHE for our MoSe2-based catalysts
at pH 7.0. In terms of CV data, the upper limit of active sites
could be calculated. The calculated numbers of the active sites
of CMSF-9 (5.8 × 10−7 mol cm−2) are higher than those of
CMSF-6 (2.4 × 10−7 mol cm−2), CMSF-12 (4.3 × 10−7 mol
cm−2) and CMS-9 (1.8 × 10−7 mol cm−2). Second, the electric
conductivity is another key factor to affect the activity of the
electrocatalysts. In order to extract the charge-transfer
resistance (Rct) during HER process, electrochemical impe-
dance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were conducted at
different overpotentials (Figure S9, Supporting Information). A
two time-constant model can be used to describe the HER
behavior on the MoSe2-based electrodes (the inset in Figure
S9a, Supporting Information). According to the Nyquist plots
and the corresponding equivalent circuit models, the values of
Rct at different overpotentials can be extracted, and the values
are listed in Table S2 (Supporting Information). As shown in
Table S2 (Supporting Information), CMSF-9 has the lowest Rct
values among the MoSe2-based catalysts. Thus, the superior
HER activities of CMSF-9 is attributed to both higher effective
active sites and higher overall conductivity. In addition, the
small series resistances (Rs < 1.7 Ω cm−2) for all the samples are
beneficial in practical applications (Table S3, Supporting
Information).
To investigate the stability of our MoSe2-based catalysts

during HER process, we carried out a long-term cycling test
and continuous HER at a given overpotential. Long-term
cycling stability of CMSF-9 is first investigated by operating
continuous cyclic voltammetry (CV). As an overpotential of
200 mV was applied, CMSF-9 exhibited a continuous HER
behavior. After a period of 10 000 s, the cathodic current
density displays almost no degradation, as shown in Figure 4c.
In addition, negligible difference can be observed between the

Figure 4. (a) Polarization curves of CMSF-6, CMSF-9, CMSF-12,
CMS-9 and Pt; (b) Tafel plots of CMSF-6, CMSF-9, CMSF-12, CMS-
9, and Pt; (c) cycling stability of CMSF-9 at an overpotential of 200
mV; and (d) the polarization curves before and after potential sweeps
for 1000 cycles in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution.
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curves measured at the initial cycle and after 1000 CV cycle
(Figure 4d), suggesting the excellent stability of CMSF-9
toward HER. The results show that our MoSe2-based catalysts
exhibit a good stability during a long-term HER process in an
acidic solution.
In summary, a facile one-pot solvent-thermal method has

been developed to vertically grow MoSe2 nanosheet arrays on
carbon fiber cloth. Because of the NH4F etching effect MoSe2
nanosheets have ultrathin thicknesses, and rich defects and
some pits on the inert basal plane, which resulted in a very high
active area of the MoSe2-based catalysts. Importantly, vertical
growth of MoSe2 nanosheets could significantly decrease the
charge transfer resistance of the MoSe2-based catalysts during
HER process because the charges could be transferred from
highly conductive carbon fiber directly to active edge sites of
each single layer of MoSe2 nanosheets, and thus the charge
transfer along adjacent stacked layers with an extremely high
resistance is not necessary. Both high active area and high
conductivity lead to excellent HER performance of the MoSe2-
based catalysts including small onset potential, large exchange
current density and small Tafel slope. Furthermore, the MoSe2-
based catalysts exhibit a good stability during a long-term HER
process. Our results demonstrate that the MoSe2-based
catalysts presented here are very promising for practical
applications.
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